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ABSTRACT 

We have used detailed Monte Carlo simulations to 
study search strategies for Higgs bosons at high energy 
E + C~ colliders. We extend an earlier study of the minima) 
single-Higgs-doublet model at a center-of-mass energy of 
1 TeV to examine the effects of fr-quark tagging and jet 
counting. It is found that these techniques can increase the 
signal-to-noise ratio substantially in the mass range around 
the IV mass. In addition, we have studied this model at a 
center-of-mass energy of 400 GeV and found that an e + e~ 
collider in this region would be sensitive to a Higgs boson 
with mass up to twice the Zb mass. 

We have also considered a nonminimal two-doublet 
model for the Higgs sector by extending a study of charged 
Higgs boson searches to include a mass very close to 
the mass of the H - ± . We demonstrate that techniques 
which include 6-quark tagging can be utilized to extract 
a significant signal. In addition, we have examined the 
prospects for detecting nonminimal neutral Higgs bosons at 
1 TeV. We conclude that it would be possible to delect the 
CP-even and CP-odd neutral Higgs bosons when they arc 
pair-produced in e + e~ annihilation over a limited mass 
range. However, in some scenarios of supersymmetry, the 
charged Higgs boson constitutes a significant background 
to the CP-odd and the more massive CP-even neutral 
Higgs boson. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We continue two earlier studies of Higgs boson search 
strategies at a 1 TeV e + e~ collider: one for the neutral 
boson H° which remains as a physical particle in the min
imal Higgs theory,1'and another for the charged bosons 
ti which appear in two-doublet versions of the Higgs 
sector."These studies included the effects of detector res
olution on the observed final states and of be&mstrahlung 
on the spectrum of center-of-mass energies at which e + e " 
collisions take place. The main conclusions of the previous 
studies were the following: 
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It is possible to extract a significant signal from all 
standard model backgrounds if the mass of the min
imal Higgs boson is not near the mass of the \Vr± 

or Z° and is less than 400 (500) GeV when a data 
sample of 10 (30) l b - 1 has been collected at 1 TeV. 
The most important signal is due to the process 
e^e" —• v< i>c H°. In the region around the mass of 
the IV'*, the major background to this signal is due 
to 'he process e + e~ —* e + i/e W~. 

— Production of a charged Higgs boson with mass less 
than about 60% of the beam energy is detectable 
with an integrated luminosity of about 10 fb~ at 
1 TeV through direct pair production and also from 
the decay of the top quark if the top quark is massive 
enough. In this study, charged Higgs bosons with 
mass less than about 100 GeV were not considered. 

In this paper, we extend the above studies in the following 
ways: 

— For the minimal Higgs boson at \/s = 1 TeV, we 
consider i-quark tagging and jet counting as ways to 
enhance the signal at A///< near Afiv*-

— We study search strategies for the minima! Higgs bo
son at y/s = 400 GeV. 

— We study the detection of nonminimal neutral Higgs 
bosons through the pair production of a CP-even and 
CP-odd neutral Higgs boson at <fs = 1 TeV. 

— For the charged Higgs boson, we consider h-quark 
tagging, as well as other techniques, to enhance the 
signal around the mass of the W*. 

2. SIMULATION OF EVENTS 
AND DETECTOR RESPONSE 

We have used standard Monte Carlo techniques to gen
erate both signal and background events, and to simulalr 
the response of the detector. Detailed accounts of these 
simulations are given in Refs (1) and (2), but we briefly 
review them here. 

2.1 Beamitrabluiig 

The extremely high density to which beam particles 
must be focused to produce sufficient luminosity to do 
particle physics at a high-energy c**>~ ctjllider results in 
a significant interaction rale between the particles of one 
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beam and the collective electromagnetic fields produced by 
the particles in the opposite beam. A major conaequenre 
of this is that the spectrum of center-of-mass energies at 
which e + c ~ interactions take place ia not at all monochro
matic. Radiation of photons during the beam-beam colli 
MUII ("beamstrahlung") will result in a spectrum of parti
cle interactions that depends in detail on the energy and 
Lunch characteristics of each beam. We have used a spec
trum that has been calculated3* for a specific set of beam 
parameters, but that is typical of most machine designs 
that have been studied,*1 This calculation includes the ef
fects of multiple radiation and beam-beam disruption for 
nn c + e " machine operating at a nominal center-of-masa 
energy of 1 TeV and a luminosity of 3 x I 0 3 3 c m ~ 2 s - 1 . Ap
proximately 30% of the luminosity lies within 2% of the 
nominal center-of-mads energy squared for the spectrum 
that we have chosen-

Included iu the Monte Carlo simulations are both the 
effective reduction in center-of-mass energy and the net 
longitudinal momentum created by the energy loss of each 
beam. The mean fractional energy toss that particles un
dergo during the beam-heam collision is 0.26 for the spec
trum that we have used. We compute production cross 
section* by convoluting the luminosity spectrum with each 
cross section evaluated at the reduced center-of-mass en
ergy of individual e + c~ pairs. 

2.2 Event Simulation 

With the exception of the Higgs particles that we are 
studying, we have assumed that the standard model with 
three generations of quarks and leptons is a correct descrip
tion of nature. The LUND 6.3 model4* with full sh owermg 
of quark and gluon partons has been used to generate QCD 
background events and to fragment into hadrons final-state 
quarks and gluon.s in all signal and background processes, 
The in ass of the top quark was assumed to be 40 GeV, un
less otherwise specified, and the masses of the W* and ZD 

gauge bosons have been taken to be 83 GeV and 93 GeV, 
respectively. The background process e + c " -+ c + ve W'~ 
was generated with the formulae of Gabriel li. 6 ' 

2.3 Detector Simulation 

The properties of a detector that are necessary to suc
cessfully carry out a search for a Higgs boson at a high en
ergy e + e~ collider are easily achievable with current tech
nology. The emphasis in our analysis is on calorimetry and 
we generally ignore tracking information for hadrons. 

To simulate finite detector resolutions and segmenta
tion we modify the generated particle momenta for signal 
and background processes in the following manner. We 
assume the azimuthal and polar angles of muons and elec
trons are well determined by a tracking chamber. The en
ergy of each muon is smeared by a Gaussian distribution 
with standard deviation 

^ = 3 x l O ^ E G e V " 1 . 
E 

This resolution should be achievable, for example, with a 
drift chamber with radius 1.8 m, 72 position measurements 
each with 200 /jm resolution, and embedded in a solenoidal 
magnetic field of 1,0 Tesla. For electrons, we calculate 

the above -.Hearing for low energies and the calorimetrn 
formula 

for high energies, and apply the smearing formula which 
gives the best resolution for a particular energy V\V actinic 
that the charges of electrons and unions can he assigned 
unambiguously. 

Photons and charged and neutral hadrons are treated 
indiscriminately as clusters of calorimotric energy 'hack-
within -I0 of one another are combined; then the ilinviiuii 
of the combined track is smeared by a box function of size 
•Jr 2°, The energies of these tracks are smeared with 

Finally, to account for possible obstruction of the in 
ceptanre of the detector near the beam line by machine 
components and the hardware needed to support ihein. 
we simply ignore particles within 10° of Die beam a\i*. 
We assume, however, thai the remainder of the detector is 
completely hermetic, and that the hardware perform* well 
enough to avoid any further loss or sensitivity to the pre* 
ence of particles in signal or background event*. 

2.4 Impact Parameter Tagging 

Because Higgs bosons are expected to decay preferen 
tially through fr-quarks, the detection of the presence of t> 
quarks in an event is an important tag which can he used 
to isolate the production of Higgs particles. The relatively 
long lifetime of the 6-quark gives rise in decay vcriao. di-
placed from the primary * +*~ vertex or. eipiiv.ilenlK. to 
tracks with large impart parameters At a TeY linear ml 
lider, where the uncertainty in the position of the piiman 
vertex is expected l<i he much smaller ihan the mean dera> 
length of the b- quark, especially in the plane perpend nn tai 
to the beam direction.7* precision vertex detectors may he 
used t o identify such large-impact pa ramete r tracks width 
can then be exploited to enhance tin- signal-tu background 
ratio in searches for Higgs bosons. 

We investigate this possibility by simulating the perfoi 
mance of a combined vertex detector and central iracking 
chamber in our Monte Carlo and using I he impact paratne 
ter information in the analysis. The simulation i* kept pim
ple and generic in order that the success of i he analysis imi 
be dependent on Rpecinr details of detector design hai h 
track in an event is projected into the plain* transverse to 
the beam line and the impact parameter is defined as the 
distance of closest approach of the track projection to the 
primary vertex. We compute it for each track usinf- i In-
generated four-vectors, and smear these calculated value-
with an impact parameter resolution function chosen to lie 
a = y/A7 + {B/p)2. The details of the vertex and (rack 
ing system are encompassed in the parameters A awl II, 
which reflect in turn the intrinsic resolution of the Inu-kinn 
system and the effect of multiple scattering of pariicl,* « 
they traverse the beam pipe and detector. We clumse val 
ues of A and B that are characteristic of combined vertex 
and tracking systems currently in use, namely A = 5/mi 
and B — 50/im GeV. We assume that the uncertainty in 
the location of the collision pninl is small compared !•• the 
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impact parameter resolution. For the analgia in this pa
per, a charged track is defined lo be a 'high impact param
eter track' if it lies within | cos B\ < 0.9 and has a (smeared) 
impact parameter less than 3 mm and greater than three 
times the resolution a = \/.4* + (B/p)2. The 3 mm upper 
limit suppresses contamination from Ks and A decays. 

3. MINIMAL HIGGS BOSON AT >/s = 1 TeV 

hi Ref. {\), two product ion mechanisms were consid
ered for the s tandard model Higgs boson; c + e ~ —* Z°H° 
and e ^ t " —• i'ei'eH°. It was found that the process 
t'*"e" —» i t i'r H° gave the strongest signal at y/s = 1 TeV. 
The signal is well above s t a n d a r d model backgrounds ' ev
erywhere except around the mass of the H ' * (50-150 GeV). 
In this region, the signal is dominated by the VV* mass 
peak from the process c + e ~ —* e + e e \V~ when no a t t e m p t 
is made to enhance the signal through 6-quark tagging or 
jet counting. We will now consider the effect of 6-quark 
tagging and jet counting for the intermediate mass Higgs 
i . \ / w < -IMw) at v A = 1 TeV. 

First , WP will review the selection criteria discussed in 
detail in Ref [\). We as sume that a Higgs boson with 
mass less than twice M\\ will decay to either a top or 
ho i iom quark pair depending on the masses of the Higgs 
boson and the top quark. The philosophy of our analy
sis of the e + t " —• vt ue H° reaction with My < 2M\\' is 
to search for events that contain two acoplanar jets each 
with mass below that of t he IV. We select events in which 
\cos $thr\ < 0-7 and | c o s 0 m i 3 3 | < 0.9 where 0 ( / , r and 6 m t a a 

are the polar angles of the th rus t axis and the missing mo
mentum in the event, respectively. The first cut ensures 
that the event is well contained in the detector and pref
erentially rejects processes with differential cross sections 
which are sharplv peaked along the beam axis (for example , 
t + f - _ U ' M V 1 . c + e ~ - Z°Z\ and c + e " - qq). T h e 
second cut reduces backgrounds due to events with large 
beamst rahlung radiation a n d / o r missing particles. We re
ject events if the visible energy is less than 100 GeV or 
greater than 400 GeV. This cut removes backgrounds bu t 
is extremely efficient for re ta ining the signal events. 

We divide the event into two clusters using a cluster
ing algorithm and select events in which the acoplanari ty 
of the clusters is greater t h a n 10° and in which each clus
ter has an invariant mass greater than 1 GeV (to reject 
leptonic decays of the VV*) and less than 50 GeV. Finally, 
events are accepted only if t h e missing momen tum t rans
verse to the beam is greater t h a n 50 GeV and the number 
of charged particles outs ide t he 10° hole around the b e a m 
axis is between 10 and 36. T h e probability tha t an event 
of the type e + e " —• vt vt H° will pass the above selection 

"In a CERN study 8 ' of detection of neutral heavy Higgs bosons 
at CLIC {y/s = 2 TeV), it was found that a significant back
ground to a heavy Higgs boson Bignal {MH Z 500 GeV) is 
due to the process c + e ~ —* t~v€ Za W + . This background 
was not considered in Ref 1; however, this background is not 
as significant for Mfj £ 500 GeV (the mass rangf considered 
in Ref 1) because the width af the Higgs scales as Mfj, lead
ing to a considerably narrower signal at smaller masses. We 
estimate the contribution from this background 0 ' at. 10% of 
the signal for MH = 300 GeV and 20% for MH = 500 GeV in 
the Weizsacker-Williams approximation with beamstrahlung 
neglected This 'ncreases lo -~ 40% when the beamstrahlung 
spectrum described in Sec 2 I is included, due to "jW inter
actions irvolving the beamstralihing photon. 

criteria varies between abou t 3-VX and *>01/L depci,.!. :.L- . •:. 
the mass of the Hicgs hoson and the decay modi 1 uf the 
Higgs boson. T h e background is dominated i>> th<- |>i«-
cess e + e ~ —• e + i y e l i ' ~ , When the invariant :na.-.> t.f :!:<• 
event is plotted in 4 GeV bins the peak bin fur the :.,.. k 
ground distribution contains about 25 to 50 times a- ;:...: . 
events as the peak bin for the signal. It should be j.o^-i!.: . 
to discover a Higgs boson with mass greater than a • ' .* 
150 GeV using just the above selection cr i ter ia 1 ' bin ':.< 
observability of Higgs bosons with masses clus-er in \f,i 
depends critically on t he resolution of the detccun 

To further enhance t he signal-to-backgruuml t.itn" \M 
count the number of high impact parameter I li i p i M.t.k-
in each event, The definition of a h i . p. track wa.- L I M H ;I 
Sec. 2A. Events are accepted if the number of h i |. ' : . i .k -
is at least four. We first consider the rase in winch the / / 
decays to 66. The efficiency for signal events tu pas-, i in- • -.: 
on b.i.p. tracks, after all o ther cuts, is about 9J1'-! ^\.-.'.< (>•: 
the background it is about 307c The invariant ma>- d i - i i . 
butions for a 120 GeV Higgs boson and a I'D (ieV 11 tc~ 
boson are shown in Fi^s. 1(a) and ib) . respecter!; , 1 h. 
figures include s t andard model backgrounds The 1 "iti t »\ 
Higgs boson signal is clearly separated from the hirer \\ 
peak due to the e + e ~ —* e + ut H " background Hnwrv.-i 
the 120 GeV Higgs boson signal is jusi a shouldi't mi tin-
side of the H'* mass peak. The 120 GeV signal stand- u-:; 
clearly, though, if the resolution of the hadroiii* « ̂ I• •:iMi• • 
ter is: 

instead of 

After making the cut on h.i.p. tracks, we are left with 
a background which is dominated by events in HIIHII I IM 
VV* decays to (6. It should be noted that if the tup <pi,irk 
mass is greater than the IV* mass, these events will be A\\ 
sent, significantly reducing the background. On the other 
hand, if the top quark mass is 40 GeV. the signal-lo-imw 
ratio is improved by about 607c by reducing the alhiwni 
jet mass range from (1-50) GeV to (1 -25) Ge\ . However, 
the number of signal events which pass all of the selniuui 
criteria is reduced by about 607c 

For Fig. 1, we assumed that the Higgs boson decays 
to a bottom quark pair. If we assume that the Higgs bo
son decays to a top quark pair, we can further increase the 
signal-to-background ratio by accepting events only if the\ 
have at least four clusters found by an algorithm which 
groups particles until further additions to the group would 
result in a cluster oF particles with invariant mass tun- \, 
greater than the bottom quark mass and less than the tup 
quark mass. The technique does not depend critically un 
the exact cutoff mass. In Fig. 2, we plot the invariant 
mass of events with at least four high-impact-paranietrr 
tracks and at least four clusters Found by the clustering <tl 
gorithm. The distribution includes a 150 GeV Higgs boson 
and backgrounds. The W peak from the e+f~ -*t*vt\\" 
background has been further reduced so that now the peal, 
signal is over half of the peak background. 

We conclude that impact parameter tagging is a use
ful tool for enhancing the signal of an intermediale m<u-s 
Higgs boson relative to standard model backgrounds 
In addition, if the Higgs boson decays to tt, the number uf 
lev mass clusters provides a useful discriminator bet ween 
signal and background. 
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400 

100 150 
MASS (GaV) 

Fig 1. Reconstructed mass distribution, after se
lection criteria, for background events plus (a) a 
ISO Gel' Higgs boson and (b) a 150 GeVHigga boson. 
The Higgs boson is produced in the process e+t~ — 
u. uc H° at y/s = 1 TeV and decays to bb. The se
lection criteria include a cut an the number of high-
impact-parameter tracks. The numier of events in the 
peak bin near the W* mass is about 3000. 

4. MINIMAL HIGGS BOSON AT w1 = 400 GeV 

If the mass of the Higga baton it less than ~ 200 GeV 
(for example, Ms- < 2Mz<), the Higga boaon could 
be discovered and studied at an e + e~ collider with 
a center-of-mass energy considerably less than 1 TeV. 
It is important10' to gain access to this mass range since 
it may not be possible to find such particles at any other 
machine that is currently being contemplated by the par
ticle physics community and because of the difficulty with 
backgrounds at larger center-af-mass energy discussed in 
the previous section. We have briefly examined the situa
tion at an c+e~ collider with -/s = 400 GeV. The designs 
of machines11^ in this energy range incorporate very little 
beamslrahlung (the mean energy loss per beam is typically 

50 100 150 
MASS (GeV) 

Fig S. Reconstructed mast distribution. i/lir..n'n'. 
Hon criteria, for background events plus u 150 tii\~ 
Higgs boson. The Higgs boson is produced in the pw-
cess t*e~ —> v, iit H° at </s = 1 TtV and dtcays to 
ti. The selection criteria include a cut on the numbtr 
of high-impact-panmcter tracks and on the number of 
clusters found. 

less than a few percent), so analyses that apply energy and 
momentum constraints are quite efficient. 

The cross sections for the processes (*i" - • Z°llc and 
e + e" —• n, v, H° are shown in Fig. 3 for the case .U/ (. = 
100 GeV. The process e + e~ —• Z°H° has previously been 
studied'2' in detail at y/i = 200 GeV in preparation for the 
LEP II physics program. It has been shown that Higgs par 
tides with masses up to 80 GeV can be found rather easily 
at that machine but that it will be difficult to reach higher 
masses. The cross section for e + e~ —* Z°//° decreases as 
^/s becomes large compared to the masses of Che final stale 
particles. However, at ^/s = 400 GeV it is still greater than 
the fusion reaction e + e~ -t vcDt H° for MJI. = 100 GeV, 
There would be approximately 1000 e+t' -» Z°H° events 
produced in a data sample of 10 fb~' at this Higgs bason 
mass. For the machine tinder discussion, this reaction is 
clearly worthy of further study. 

The decay signatures for e + f" —> Z°H° are summa
rized in Fig. 4. The analyses of these final slates HI ^ 
= 400 GeV will be quite similar to those developed fur 
LEP II. The process shown in Fig. 4(a) can be isolali'il 
from qq, W*W~, and Z"Z" backgrounds at all masses ex
cept My as Mi- by taking only high-multiplirity events 
with large missing transverse momentum. To search fur t he 
possibility that the Higgs boson mass is close to that of the 
Z° mass, it is necessary to reduce the Z"Z" background in 
the sample. This can be done by directly tagging the flavor 
of the final decay products as discussed in Sec. 2 or by re 
moving events with small sphericity in the center-of-mass 
system of the observed final state particles as discussed in 
Ref (12) Events in which the Z° decays to leplon pairs 
(e + e~ or /J +/i~) as shown in Fig. 4(b) can be effectively 
reduced to the same problem once the Z° —» ' + /~ dca\ 
has been identified. In this case, the use of the measured 
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Fig. 4- The decay signatures far the process 
t*t- -Z°H°. 

lcptou momenta to reconstruct the Higgs signal as a recoil 
mass is a useful tool that is available at lower energy e + e~ 
machines. We have not done detailed studies of these final 
states at Jl = 400 GeV, but Higgs particles with masses 
up to 180-200 GeV should be visible in these channels. 1 3) 

The hadronic final stales shown in Fig. 4(c) are the 
most numerous, but require the most sophisticated analy
ses to find and study. The strategy is to reconstruct the 
individual quark jets. It has been shown 1 2 ' that at LEP II 
the case H° —• bb results in distinctive four-jet events that 
can be kinematically fitted to yield clear signals for A///. 
up to 70 GeV. We consider here the case in which a heavier 

6'BOAt ' < QS 

i'lij. 5. Tin Jtt .-frur/i.rt /<n ("* r 
tht 'A0 dti-ny.'- Imdrotiuallij and il, 
decays to a top quark /mtr 

//'-/., 

lliggs decays to It pairs For this exercise we •••-—(::• • >- 1I1..1 
the lop quark mass is 41) GeV and the p<trtun M r.,. • „ir >•!' 
the final state is as shown in Fig. V The Mgnatntr .if tin-
final state is a mullijcl event lagged b> 1 In- 11 <i 1 r tif j*-T • 1 l,.ii 
originate from the decay uf the/." Oiii'eihi* J»«II 1 In- I«•• -n 
isolated, tin1 remainder of the event (IN its MW n • • MI<-I -•! 
mass) is a highly spherical decay uf iwti maviw ipwn-L* 
The details of the event-select ion |>n>redure are a- I'ulluv. -. 

(1) Reconstruct the visihle mass ami thrust avi- .if r.*. h 
event. Demand greater than 300 GeV uf VIMM<- MM--
and |co30 ( f c r | < O.S. 

(2) Reconstruct the jet topology of the event, We h.i\«-
used the H 'ND cluster algorithm modiiieil in lunl 
jets with masses only vip to 'JO GeV Tlu^ m.-.u^ 
thai lop quarks are split into their deni> pari on* 
Require that there be five or ninre jet* 111 candidate 
Z°H° events. This techiutpie strongly rejeii- / r '/:" 
and H ' + H'~ events. 

(3) Search for jet pairs with invariant masses unlim 
15 GeV of the Z° mass. If more than HIM* pairing 
results in a Z° candidate, then identify the om* with 
the invariant mass nearest to 93 GeV as tin- Zc If m> 
candidate Za decays are found, tin n rejert the e\em. 

(4) Boost to the centcr-or-mass of the system thai re 
coils against the Z c , find the thrust axis in tin- ->•. 
tem, and reconstruct the invariant masses of the ul» 
served particles in the hemispheres defined h\ the 
plane perpendicular to this thrust axis. Demand 1 hat 
both of these hemisphere masses lie between 'JO ami 
50 GeV as would be expected for decays of 10 Ci<-\~ 
top quarks. 

(5) Fit the measured jet four-vectors in each event in tin-
hypothesis thai energy and momentum are omMTved 
and that the 2° mass is 93 GeV, We have assumed 
that there is no smearing of the overall renter-uf 
mass energy and momentum due to beams! rahlunj;. 
but have included lowest order initial state radial mn 
Reject events if they yield a poor fit (\2/P(U-' > 1). 

The result of this analysis is shown in FIR. h Hack 
grounds from all annihilation and two-photon pn»i.-ssr> 
are summed and shown as the open region. Tin- signal 
is shown as the shaded region. This also inrlmlcs Z°H~ 
events in which the wrong pair of jets is identified as 
the Ze. The solid histogram gives the signal that would 
he seen for A/#« = 150 GeV". An integrated luminosity uf 
10 fb _ 1 would result in a signal of -13 events over a l>a<k 
ground of 35 even! s, 
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Fig. f>. Invariant moss distribution, after selec
tion criteria, for a 150 GeV' Higgs boson pro
duced in tht process e + e~ —* Z°H° at y/s = 
400 (h \ . Backgrounds from annihilation and two-
photon processus art shown as the open region; the 
sujiml is shown an tht shaded region. 

We conclude that Higgs boson searches at an c + e~ col
lider with y/s = -100 GeV will be successful ID the ZaH° 
channel for A/#« at least as large as twice the Z° mass. 
The mass interval near Mz* will require special attention, 
but the ZaZ° cross section is only *s 5 times the ZaH° 
cross section (when A///» = Mzc) and the techniques of 
jet counting and flavor tagging discussed earlier in this pa
per effectively isolate the heavy quark decays of the Higgs 
boson. An integrated luminosity of 10 fb~ l will suffice to 
find and conduct reasonable studies of the minimal i /°. 
This sample could be accumulated over a 3-4 year period 
of operation at a machine with an instantaneous luminos
ity of % 3 x 1 0 3 2 c m " 3 s _ 1 . 

5. NONMINIMAL NEUTRAL HIGGS 
BOSONS AT J3--I TeV 

In the simplest extension of the standard model, two 
Higgs doublets yield five physical Higgs particles, two 
charged and three neutral. The neutral Higgs particles con
sist of two CP-even states (h° and H°) and a CP-odd state 
(A°). The masses of the charged and three neutral Higgs 
bosons, and two mixing angles are free parameters in the 
most general case. Minimal supersymmetry can be used 1 4 ' 
to impose constraints, reducing the free parameters from 
six to two. These may be chosen to be the charged Higgs 
boson mass, Afy*, and the ratio of the vacuum expecta
tion values of the two Higgs doublets, expressed as tan 0. 
Once Mf/± and Ian /? are specified, production cross sec
tions, decay branching ratios, and masses of the neutral 
Higgs particles can be calculated. The results of Ref. (14) 
may be summarized briefly. The light scalar h° behaves 
much like the standard model Higgs boson and may be pro
duced by the familiar mechanism e + e~ —• Z* —» Zh° with 
same possibility for discovery at SLC or LEF. By contrast, 
these production mechanisms are forbidden for the A0 and 
suppressed for the H°. The only production mechanism 
available to these heavy Higgs particles that has adequate 
cross section is e + c~ -» Z" — H°A°. At I TeV, the 
largest predicted cross section is approximately 10 fb,f or 
about one-tenth the lowest order QED cross section for 

e + c~ —» p + n~• A key challenge fur <\ IVY linear *ti|lulei i*. 
the discovery of the 11° and .4°. >liuulJ they esiM. hi ihe 
remainder of this section, we investigate techniques for such 
discovery and attempt to evaluate the likelihood of surc«*s> 

For this study we assume thai the charged Higgs mav
is 1&0 GeV, the top quark mass is 60 GeV, and the ralm 
of the Higgs vacuum expectation values lan 3 is 1 .V The 
masses of the neutral Higgs bosons and their demy ninth's 
and branching ratios with these assumptions are given in 
Table 1. We note that A///. = 153 GeV, MA, = I2fi lirV. 
and the branching ratios are dominated by tl and W». 
The choice of 150 GeV for the charged Higgs mast> is. 1110 
tivated by two considerations. If A///* < 1115 GeV then 
A/,*- < 100 GeV and there is little hope of swing the signal 
over the U*' and Z background. A« Af/fi become* larger 
than 150 GeV, the signal is further from the It' and / 
background, and becomes only easier to set*. Moreover. 
for large Af^i, M\« — A//f», giving one additional ban 
dies on the signal that may be exploited. The choice of 
A///± = 150 GeV was therefore felt to be the most dial 
lenging case with any prospert of sucreHs. 

Table 1. Parameters used In giMHTiilr <*<~ -• 11° A" 

A/jyi = 150 GeV I1H[II° - I f ) = 79.fi1>! 

Ml,. = 153.-1 BIHH° - U>) = G.Mf 

\1A» = 125.7 B1UH° -h°h°) = IIUM 

A/A. = 29.2 UR(A" - . ff) = 95'/! 

hi, = 60 Bfl(.4° - bb) = 5K 

tan /3 = 1.5 fl/?(/i° -.61) = Klll'/i 

Events of the type t+e~ —» H°A° are character]zed 
b., two jets of unknown, and not necessarily equal. UI;IM-. 
To maintain the highest level of generality, the analysis ex
ploits only two features of the events; the fact that the jets 
should be distributed as sin2 f?, and the fori that ninny b 
quarks will be produced, leading to events with higli nml 
tiplicity and tracks with large impact parameters. The 
dominant standard model backgrounds arc e*t~ —* t/y. 
e+e- — W+W- and e + c " - 2°Z*. In contrast to H°A" 
events, these backgrounds are characterized by angular dis
tributions peaked in the forward and backward direction, 
by lower multiplicity, and by few tracks with large imparl 
parameters. The cuts on multiplicity and imparl parame 
ter prove to be the most powerful in enhancing the sign al
to-background ratio. 

In a run of 10 l b - ' integrated luminosity, one expects to 
produce approximately 112 H*A9 events, 40000 qfj events. 
35000 W+W~ events, and 2000 Z°ZQ events. To simulate 
such a run, we generate the correct numbers of background 
events, and 1120 H°A° events which are then weighted by 
0.1. We apply the following cuts: 

(1) The total number of detected charged tracks in 
the detector volume (|cos0| < 0-9) is at (east 40. 
This favors events with A-quarks which lend to have 
high multiplicities. 

(2) The number of delected charged tracks in the central 
region of the detector (|cos0| < 0.71) is at least "JO. 
This cut favors events with sin~0 distribution 
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y.i\ i he K'lal number of high impact parameter tracks 
(as defined previously) is at least IB. This strongly 
favors events with b- quarks. 

(4) When the event is divided into two jets by a clus
ter finding algorithm, 1 5 ' then the cluster containing 
fewer high impact parameter tracks must still contain 
at least seven such tracks. This tends to reject back 
gruiuul events in which one jet has a large number 
of high impact parameter tracks due to a statistical 
fluctuation 

i Vi Tin- invariant mass of each jet is formed and the event 
is rejected if both jets have a v >ss in the range 63 GeV 
in 1 U GeV. This helps reject remaining H' + IV~ and 
y.a'/a events. Naturally it also excludes any possibil
ity of finding H°A° events with masses in this range, 
but in doing so enhances the prospects for finding 
surli events with masses neflrthe IV and Z°. 

The result* of this analysis are not sensitive to the exact 
number of detected charged tracks required in the first two 
cuts. The number required would have to he tuned for a 
particular detector configuration. 

Table 2. Selection criteria and number of events 
which saii>fy each criteria. 

(.'ul H°A° W H'+VV- Z° 

lloneriited sample 1120 40000 35000 2000 

'l\>tal charged 
multiplicity > 40 77-1 5934 995 53 

Central multiplicity > 20 753 5505 853 45 

# High impact 
parameter t racks > 16 426 128 65 6 

# II i.p tracks on side 
wit It fewer > 7 305 71 32 2 

Nut both in 
B3 0 V < M < U 2 GeV 302 66 14 i 

Table '1 shows t he impact of each of these cuts on the 
signal and background events. The net efficiency for the 
H°A° signal is 2 7 % and the rejection power agains t stan
dard model backgrounds is approximately 1000:1. For a 
10 fb~ l run we expec t 30 signal and 81 background events , 
giving an overall signal-to-background ra t io of a b o u t 1:3. 
A nonstandard-model background which we do not ad
dress here is t he process e + e ~ —* ir*,Z* —» H+H~~ which 
is expected t o have a cross section approximate ly three 
times larger t h a n t h e H°A° cross section. Such events will 
pass our selection cr i ter ia . In the minimal supersymmet -
ric model , it is pred ic ted tha t My*. «- Mg» ~ Af^» as 
the mass of t he charged Higgs particle becomes heavier 
(A///± £ 150 G e V ) . For such a case, it would be very dif
ficult to dist inguish t he Higgs particles from one ano the r 
unless some new character is t ic parametr izal ion o the r than 
the invariant mass is found. Outside t he context of super-
symmetry, however, no relation among the Higgs masses 
is predicted and the mass peaks need not be close to one 
another at all. 

The invariant masses of the clusters are calculated with 
a beam energy const ra in t included. The beam-constrained 
mass calculation balances the momentum of the two clus
ters and the (unobserved) beamstrahlung pho ton in both 
the beam direct ion and the plane transverse t o t he beam 
direction, and requires in addition that the th ree energies 
sum to 1 TeV. By making the approximation t ha t all beam 
s t rahlung and initial s ta te radiation is carried by a MII 
gle photon, we can wri te the momentum and energy con
servation condi t ions as three equations in three variables 
( the two cluster energies and the beams t rah lung photon 
energy). T h e invariant masses of t he clusters are then 
computed using t h e beam-constrained cluster energies-
Figure 7 shows t h e configuration of t he two-jet momenta 
and the beanis t rah lung momentum. In general , the three 
vectors do no t lie in a plane as shown in Fig. 7, but a 
(small) Lorentz boos t transverse to the beam direction i> 
applied to br ing t h e m into this configuration. We then 
compute the velocity vector for each jet by summiti}.' over 
particle m o m e n t a a n d energies: ( ? = £ » , / £ £ " , . In the coor
dinate system shown in Fig. 7, the m o m e n t u m and eiierg\ 
constraint equa t ions become 

Ax 
Jet #1 

„ * *P I £ 

* • 

Beamstrahlung 
Photon 

Jet #2 

c U L_ tMJB 619CAT 

Fig. 7. Momentum vectors far two jets and a 
beamstrvhlung photon. The s-axis is along the 
beam direction. 

ft,£, +ft,£ 2 = 0 . 

0i«Ei + &«E 2 + P, = 0 , and 

£ i + E-, + £ , = ,/S • 

In the approximation that only one photon carries 
away momentum and energy, we have E^ ~ [P-,|. Solv
ing for E\, £ j , and £.,, we then derive the jet masses us 

ing Af, = Et\J\ — t}\. The beamstrahlung photon energy 
E1 JB a by-product of little direct use. but it is checked 
against the generated energy to confirm the correct ness of 
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the method. l ;se of the algorithm sharpens the mass distri-
but ions and yields mass values quite close to the generated 
values. It proves to be essential for identification of mass 
peaks above background. The method is generally useful 
for analysis of two*jet events with missing momentum and 
energy along the beam axis. 

Figures S (a) and (b} show the mass distributions for 
.he higher mass cluster and the lower mass cluster, just 
prior to applying the final analysis cut {exclusion 01 events 
with both masses in the range 63-112 GeV). A substantial 
background of H* and Z events is evident. Figures 9(a) and 
(b] show ihe same plots after all analysis cuts are applied. 
In Fig. 9(a) the higher mass cluster stands out clearly at 
the correct (i.e. generated) mass of *» 150 GeV while in 
Fig. i'(b) the lower mass cluster (expected at **- 125 GeV) 
is obscured by the presence of W* and 2° backgrounds. 
The lower mass cluster may be enhanced by applying a 
cut on the higher mass cluster. Figure 10(a) shows that 
when the higher mass is required ID lie inside the range 
120 200 GeV, a choice motivated by Fig. 9(a), the lower 
mass cluster stands out more clearly. By contrast. 
Fig 10(M shows the lower mass cluster distribution when 
the higher mass is required to lie outside the range 120 
'Jllll GeV: in this case there is no evidence for a mass peak. 

100 200 300 
CLUSTER MASS (GeV) 

400 

Fig. H. Reconstructed mass distribution for (a) the larger 
mass cluster and (b) the smaller mass cluster when the fi
nal analysis cut (exclusion of events With both masses in 
thr range 63-119 GeV) is not applied. The shaded region 
is signal; the open region is background. 

400 

Fig. 0. Htcanslrvclfd ma*s thstribulmn for (a) tin luiyt i 
mass clvsttr and (bj tht smitlli r MKJ» cln^ttr irln n nil 
analysis cuts art applud, Tht jihtulnl vtgion is snfiuil. tin 
open region is background. 

We conclude thai with modest impact parameter res
olution and simple cuts designed to enhance events with 
k-quarks and central distributions, a sample of 1(1 O r 1 

integrated luminosity is sufficient to identify the pies 
ence of 11°A° events with Higgs boson masses larger than 
— 110 GeV and with decay modes dominated by heavy 
quarks. 

6. CHARGED HIGGS BOIiON AT Js = 1 TcV 
6.1 Introduction 

Charged Higgs bosons can be produced in pairs hit f < " 
annihilation via a virtual photon, or via a real or a virtual 
Z boson, The cross section normalized to the lowest order 
QED cross section for muon pairs, R(H + H~)S does not de
pend strongly on the models except near the Z peak since 
the photon couples to all charged particles with the same 
strength. In a previous study,3* it was demonstrated that 
searches for charged Higgs bosons at e + e~ colliders with 
y/s w 1/2 — 1 TeV are relatively easy. The main conclu
sions from the earlier study are: 

(1) With an e+e" linear collider of yfi » 1/2 - 1 TeV 
and an integrated luminosity of about 104(1 cm" 1'. 
we can detect production of charged Higgs bosons 
and determine the mass for / / * bosons with masses 
less than 80% of the beam energy and a dominant 
decay mode H* —• th. we can detect production 
of charged Higgs bosons and determine the mass for 
H± bosons with masses less than 80% of the beam 
energy and a dominant decay mode / /* —* tb. 
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Fig. 10. Reconstructed mass distribution of the smaller 
mass cluster for events, in which (a) the larger mass lies 
in.«i<fe the range 120-200 Ge\' and (b) the larger mass lies 
outside thi range 120-200 GeV. The shaded region is sig
nal: the open region is background. 

(2) If the charged Higgs boson is sufficiently lighter than 
the lop quark, the top quark decays to H+b. We 
can then detect the signal of the charged Higgs bo
son both through its direct pair production and in 
the top quark decay. 

(3) IF there is a light neutral Higgs boson, a charged 
Higgs boson may decay into W plus the neutral Higgs 
boson with a large branching fraction. Even if neu
tral Higgs bosons cannot be produced via the process 
c + e - - . Z°H°, or WW"- or ZZ-fusion (for example, 
the CP-odd state), the neutral Higgs boson can be 
produced and detected in the decay J/* -» W*/f'. 

(4) It is necessary to understand higher order QCD pro
cesses, to improve the QCD shower models, and to 
test them at lower energies. Also, processes contain
ing weak vector bosons must be experimentally un
derstood. 

(5) Beamstrahlung effects must be moderate. We have 
to compromise between the integrated luminosity 
and beamstrahlung effects. The moderate beam
strahlung effects assumed in the earlier Monte Carlo 
studies2) are perfectly acceptable for studies of 
charged Higgs bason production. 

However, it looks difficult to search for H* '•'. .'•- mass 
is close to the W* mass since some of the IV boson deca\ 
modes are the same as the H* decay modes and the cross 
section for IV* production is about 1Q0 times larger than 
for /f* production. Fortunately, since the H' +H'" differ 
ential cross section peaks in the forward region and is rela
tively low in the backward region, we can efficiently reduce 
the background by rejecting events in the forward region if 
the charge of the \V can be identified. Even if we cannot 
measure the charge, we can reduce the W' pair background 
by applying a hard cut on the polar angle: for example. 
|cosfl| < 0.5. Although It' bosons have the samp decav 
modes as charged Higgs bosons, their branching fractions 
arc very different since charged Higgs bosons prefer to cou
ple to heavy fermions (to, cs(b) or p T r + ) while 11" bosons 
couple to all fermions with the same strength. 

We can also search for the charged Higgs boson in top 
quark decay. We have already studied this rase in the 
previous paper21 and the analysis does not depend signif
icantly on the W* mass (of course, the H* mass must he 
lighter than the top quark mass). Therefore, we do not 
repeat the analysis in this report. 

In the next section, we will demonstrate thai we can 
find tf* at TeV e + e " colliders with an integrated luminos
ity of 10 fb~' even if the H± mass is very close to the 11'* 
mass. 

6.2 A//,. > M, + Mt 

For this case, the production and decay sequence is 
e +£~ -« H+H~ -» tl + hi. These events have ap
proximately a two-jet structure for Mn± = 70-100 GeV 
at v^ = 1 TeV. To enhance the H+H~ signal relative 
to WW and ZZ backgrounds, and ordinary multihadron 
backgrounds, the following cuts are applied (the cuts are 
optimized for MB* « Mw and Ja = 1 TeV): 

(1) £ v j , > 0.5y5, where £»,, is the total visible en
ergy measured by the electromagnetic and hadronic 
calorimeters (muon momenta are added). 

(2) |Ep,|/EvU < 0.4, where Lp, is the sum of the longi
tudinal momenta measured in the same way as the 
visible energy. 

Cuts(l)and(2) reject events with large momentum imbal
ance along the beam direction due to beamstrahlung and 
initial stale radiation. 

(3) |eosffn,| < 0.50, where *u r is the polar angle of the 
thrust axis. 

This cut rejects the major part of the W+W~ background, 
Tbe event is now divided into two hemispheres by the plane 
perpendicular to the thrust axis. 

(4) Both thrust hemispheres must have large numbers of 
charged particles: one hemisphere must have at least 
16 charged particles and the other must have at least 
eight. 

Since in each event there are four 0-hadrons which have a 
relatively long lifetime of about 1 ps, we select events con
taining many charged particles with large impact param
eter. For this analysis, we assume an impact parameter 
resolution of 

at = y ( 1 0 ^ m ) ' + |70(,imGcV)/p|' , 
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The following cut is then applied: 
(5) The number of charged tracks with large impact pa

rameter 6 in each thrust hemisphere is counted. Only 
events with many large-impact-parameter tracks in 
both thrust hemispheres are selected: one thrust 
hemisphere must have at least five such tracks and 
tbe other must have at least three. The definition of 
a large-impact-parameter track for this analysis is: 
p > I GeV, i/oi > 3, and 6 < 2 mm. The larger 
impact parameter cut of 2 mm reduces tbe contam
ination of charged particles from Ks or A decays. 

(6) The difference in the invariant mass of each hemi
sphere must be less than 15 GeV. 

After all the cuts, the reconstructed Higgs mass (the aver
age of the two hemisphere invariant masses in an event) is 
plotted for A///* = TO GeV, 83 GeV, 93 GeV and 100 GeV 
in Fig. U(a)-(d). Contributions from the background pro
fesses H'lC, 22 and ag are added to the plots. As can be 
seen from the plots, the signal (shaded part in the figure) is 
larger than the background near A'///*. The plots are nor
malized to an effective integrated luminosity of 10 fb _ 1 . 
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Fig. II. Invariant mass distribution of reconstructed 
charged Htgg* bosons (the avenge oj the two in each 
eientj ajtcr alt thi cuts for H*H~ — bitb with (a) 
MH* = 70 GeV. (b) M„± = 83 GeV, (c) M„* = 
93 GeV. (d) MH* = 100 GeV. The top quark mass 
is assumed to be 60 GeV. The shaded region is signal; 
the open region is background. 

C.3 MH± < A/f + Mt 

If the decay H~ -» 6f is kinematically forbidden, it is 
worth studying events of the type r~6r+ hadrons since the 
branching fraction for the decay mode H~ —» T~i>, can be 
as large as 30%. The branching fraction depends only on 
the ratio of the vacuum expectation values for the mini
mal supersymmetric model, and in genera) it depends on 
the Higgs boson-fermion couplings and Higgs boson-gauge 
boson couplings. Therefore, we will study the production 
and decay sequence e + e" -» H*H~ -t r*vr + sc(fcc). 

The cuts to select H+H~ - t TU + hadrons are the 
fallowing: 

(1) #<» 5 3 where N^ is the number of visible charged 
particles. 

(2) £\„ •> 0.5 Ji. 

(3) |Ep, | /£ , i .<0 .4 . 
(4) One of the thrust hemispheres (hemisphere 1 j is re-

quired to have exactly one charged particle. The mo
mentum of this particle must be greater than 5 GeV. 
The invariant mas* of this hemisphere M\ is required 
to be less than 5 GeV. The invariant mass of the ot her 
thrust hemisphere A/2 must be larger than 50 GeY 
and the charged multiplicity rVraj must be larger 
than 10; i.e., N^, = 1, Nch2 > 10, A/i < 5 GeV, 
and A/j > 50 GeV. 

(5) Since the WW background is relatively small in the 
backward region, the events are restricted to this re
gion. The event must satisfy 0.0 < Q\ cos 9,/,, < 0.7 
where Qi is the charge of the single particle in hemi
sphere 1 and 8tkr >s t n e direction of the thrust axis 
pointing out of hemisphere 1. 
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Fig. IS. Distribution of the larger hr.iiii*]ilurt 
mass after cuts (I) to (5) for H + H~ —• rv » 
hadrons (shaded region} in addition to the ex
pected background (open region) for (a) A///* = 
70 GeV, (b) MHt = 83 GeV, (cj M„± = 93 GeV. 
and (d) MBf. = 100 GeV. 

After applying cuts (l)-(5), the higher hemisphere 
mass AS] is plotted for MJI± =70 GeV, 83 GeV, 93 GcY 
and 100 GeV in Fig. 12 (a)-(d). Contributions from the 
background processes WW, ZZ and qq are added in th< 
plot. The dominant background due to e + e~ —» H'+H'" 
events makes it difficult to see the signal close to the 
W* mass. In Fig. 13, the same plots are shown for the 
case when the charged particle in hemisphere 1 is a pion. 
We assume 100% efficiency for pion identification and no 
particle misidentification. The signal-to-background ratio 
is improved because of the large branching fraction Tor 
T - -» f rir~ + nir0 (11 > 0). A branching fraction of 30V! 
for H~ —> r~iT is assumed in this analysis. Tbe plots are 
normalised to an integrated luminosity of 10 fb~'. 

6.4 Summary 

Charged Higgs bosons with a mass of 70-100 GeY can 
be found ai e^e" colliders with , / i ~ 1 TeV with an inte
grated luminosity of O(10*° c m - 2 ) , even if the mass is very 
close to the W mass. The event topology H*H~ -* t i+ bi 
can be selected by using the b-tagging method in addition 
to a hard polar angle cut which rejects WW background. 
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/•it). IS, Distribution of the larger hemisphere 
ma.sji afttr requiring the isolated particle to be a 
charged pion for H* H~ -» TU -f hadrons events 
(shaded region) in addition to the expected back
ground fopen region) for (a) Mn± = 70 GeV, (b) 
SIH, = 83 GeY, (c) Mut = 93 GeV, and (d) 
Ml/t = 100 GeV. 

Thr process II* II ~ — TI/ + cs(cb) can be selected by tag
ging an isolated pion from U-P lau decay and by rejecting 
events in the backward region where U'H' backgrounds 
dominate. 

These met hods can also be used at intermediate energy 
lS.SU 400 GeV| t + e- colliders. At , /J = 400 GeV, the 
signal-to-background ratio is worse than at 1 TeV because 
tin- relative cross section of H+H~ to H' + IV" is smaller 
due to the different threshold behavior of the two processes. 
On the ulher hand, the ahsolute cross sectioii for the signal 
is larger at lower energies. 

At LEP II it may be difficult to detect a charged Higgs 
boson with mass around the IV mass with a luminosity of 
HK) ph- 1 . The /V value for a S3 GeV H* at ^ = 200 GeV 
is only (J O.iT. so the number of expected events after cuts 
is very small and the IV background is latger. At LEP 
energies, the event topology is not two back-to-back jets 
and the particles from II* and H~ will be mixed with 
each other due to the small velocity of the / /* . Therefore, 
a more complicated analysis may be required. In any case, 
the /Magging and the polar angle cuts discussed in this 
report are useful at any energy. 

7. C O N C L U S I O N S 

High energy t + c~ colliders will offer nearly ideal oppor
tunities to search for and study the Higgs sector of nature 
or its equivalent.1 6 1 We have shown that at , / s = 1 TeV 
the neutral Higgs boson that appears as a real particle 
in the simplest doublet model of the Higgs sector can 
be clearly isolated as long as its mass is less than about 
80% of the beam energy and gieater than about 120 GeV. 
Near the mass of the W*, the tagging of high-impact-
parameter tracks is an important tool for enhancing the 
signal-to-background ratio. The intermediate mass range 
(/!/«. ;£ 2A/z.) can be reached at y/s as 400 GeV. We 
study the case in which the Higgs boson is heavy enough 
to decay to it. In this case, the reconstruction of parton 
jets is an important tool for rejecting backgrounds. 

Models in which the Higgs sector is more complicated 
contain greater numbers of new particles which can he 
found and studied. We have determined that charged 
Higgs particles can be found even when the mass is near 
the lV r ± mass and that the neutral members of the sp-i 
trum of Higgs states can be seen over a limited mass range 
in some models through the production mechanism i +

( " 
—• H°A°. Again, the tagging of high-impact paraineiei 
tracks is essential for identifying the neutral lliggs bosun*. 

Integrated luminosities of (10-30) fb~' are needed n. 
complete the investigations that we have discussed Dram 
strahlung is not a major problem for most analyse-, and 
at lower energy machines (v/s & 500 GeV) the design pa 
vameterj that have been proposed do not predict signifi
cant beamstrahlung in any case. The requirements that 
are placed on deterturs are quite modest and can be sati
ned with existing technology, 
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